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“It is suddenly cool to be a pension lawyer.”

- National Post, March 25, 2013
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Restructuring & Fiduciary Duties
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Re Indalex Ltd.

 Key Facts
 Two pension plans

 one for salaried employees
 one for executives

 April 3, 2009—CCAA proceedings commenced
 Both pension plans had wind-up deficiencies
 No notice of CCAA commencement/

Initial Order given to plan members
 April 8, 2009—CCAA Order approved a “debtor-in-

possession” (DIP) Credit Agreement and granted a super-
priority charge over Indalex’s property
 Again, virtually no notice to plan members 
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Re Indalex...(continued)

 Key Facts
 July 20, 2009 – Courts in U.S. and Canada approved the 

sale of Indalex’s assets and the interim distribution of sale 
proceeds to the DIP lenders
 Proceeds were not sufficient to repay the DIP lenders in full
 Monitor directed to retain $6.75 million of sale proceeds as 

“Reserve Fund”
 July 31, 2009 – DIP lenders called on guarantee from U.S. 

parent of Indalex to pay shortfall
 Indalex U.S. paid the shortfall on the DIP facility and sought 

recovery from the Reserve Fund 
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Re Indalex...(continued)

 Key Facts
 March 10, 2010—wind-ups underway for both of Indalex’s

pension plans
 Issues

 Was the distribution of the sale proceeds in accordance with 
Ontario’s Pension Benefits Act (PBA)?

 Did the PBAs deemed trust provisions apply to all unpaid 
amounts owing to the pension plan by Indalex?

 Ontario Superior Court of Justice
 Dismissed the plan members’ motions
 Found in favour of DIP lender and the company
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Re Indalex...(continued)

 Ontario Court of Appeal—overruled
 Deemed trust under section 57(4) of the PBA includes all 

amounts owed by the employer on the wind-up of the plan, 
including any deficiency claim

 Court has the authority to grant priority charges that “trump” 
such deemed trust
 Must determine priority of a DIP charge on a case-by-case 

basis
 Debtor company, as administrator of the pension plan, 

breached its fiduciary duty to the plan beneficiaries
 Sale proceeds to be paid to fund the pension plans’ 

deficiencies in priority to the repayment of the DIP charge
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Re Indalex...(continued)

 Supreme Court of Canada 
 Deemed trust applies to the entire amount necessary to 

satisfy the wind-up deficiency
 DIP charge supersedes the deemed trust as a result of the 

doctrine of paramountcy
 A company must resolve its conflicts of interest when acting 

as a plan administrator
 Plan beneficiaries have a seat at the table, they must be given 

a voice and are entitled to procedural and other due process 
rights

 However, SCC did not impose a constructive trust (largely 
because the sale proceeds weren’t directly related to the 
breach of fiduciary duties)
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Employee Benefits
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Bennett v. Sears Canada Inc.

 Key Facts
 Sears offered post-retirement benefits to eligible employees

 Employee had to “retire from active employment with 20 years 
or more of continuous full-time service”

 Bennett worked part-time for 22 years, then full-time for 10 
years
 Equivalent of 17.153 years of full-time service

 Sears told Bennett she needed to retire in about 3 years to 
qualify

 When Bennett retired, her post-retirement benefits were 
denied 
 Claimed earlier statement was an error
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Bennett…(continued)

 Issue
 Was Bennett entitled to the post-retirement benefits?

 Ontario Superior Court of Justice
 Bennett was entitled
 Dispute was contractual in nature

 Ontario Court of Appeal—upheld
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O’Neill v. General Motors 
of Canada Ltd.

 Key Facts
 Joseph O’Neill, a former employee at General Motors of 

Canada Ltd. (GM), retired in 2002 and then saw his health 
and life insurance benefits slashed in 2007-2008

 GM argued that its benefit documents allowed the company 
to “amend, modify, suspend or terminate” benefits “at any 
time” for both employees and retirees

 O’Neill launched a class action suit against GM, along with 
3,000 salaried retirees, for $350 million

 Issue
 Were the respondents entitled to slash most of its retirees 

benefits unilaterally?
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O’Neill… cont’d

 Ontario Superior Court
 Respondents were not entitled
 GM’s contract language was not “sufficiently clear and 

unambiguous” to enable it to slash most of its retirees 
benefits unilaterally

 Some exceptions were made
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Spousal Benefits under the PBA
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Carrigan v. Carrigan Estate

 Key Facts
 1973—Mr. and Ms. Carrigan were married
 1996—Carrigans separated (not legally divorced)
 2000—Mr. Carrigan began living with Ms. Quinn

 Lived together until Mr. Carrigan’s death in 2008
 2002—Mr. Carrigan designated Ms. Carrigan and their 

daughters as beneficiaries of the death benefit under his 
pension plan

 Issues
 Was Ms. Carrigan and daughters, or Ms. Quinn entitled to 

the death benefit?
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Carrigan…(continued)

 Issues
 s. 48(1), PBA—entitlement of the benefit payment goes to 

"the person who is the spouse of the member or former 
member on the date of death.“

 s. 48(3), PBA—spousal claim under subsection (1) does not 
apply if the plan member “and his or her spouse are living 
separate and apart on the date of the death of the member.“

 Ontario Superior Court of Justice—Ms. Quinn
 Both met definition of “spouse” under the PBA
 Mr. and Ms. Carrigan were living separate and apart
 Ms. Quinn was common law spouse at the date of death 

and by virtue of s.48(1), she was entitled
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Carrigan… cont’d

 Ontario Court of Appeal—Ms. Carrigan and 
daughters
 Both met definition of “spouse” under PBA
 Only legally married spouse applies to s.48(3), common law 

spouse excluded
 Ms. Carrigan triggered s.48(3), entitlement under s.48(1) did 

not apply  
 Dissent would have granted benefit to “spouse in the house”

 Supreme Court of Canada—application for leave to 
appeal dismissed
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Ubaldini c. Rio Tinto Canada 
Management Inc.

 Key Facts
 1978—Mr. Ubaldini retired from Alcan (later Rio Tinto) and 

designated his wife as beneficiary under his pension plan
 1982 to 1985—Ubaldinis divorced and Mr. Ubaldini married 

Ms. Gruber
 1986—Mr. Ubaldini wrote Alcan to designate Ms. Gruber as 

his pension plan and life insurance plan beneficiary
 Alcan  pension plan was still payable to his first wife

 2002 to 2008—Mr. Ubaldini received statements from Alcan 
indicating Ms. Gruber was the beneficiary for both plans
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Ubaldini…(continued)

 Key Facts
 2009—Mr. Ubaldini died and Alcan refused to pay the 

survivor benefit to Ms. Gruber 
 Issue

 Was Ms. Gruber entitled to the survivor benefit under the 
pension plan?

 Quebec Superior Court (Civil Division)
 Ms. Gruber was not entitled to the survivor benefit

 Entitled to $10,000 for “moral damages”
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Rectification
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Re Amcor Packaging Canada, Inc.

 Key Facts
 Amcor had two DB plans (hourly and salaried)
 Closed existing DB component of both plans to new hires 

and added new DC component
 Amcor mistakenly increased benefits on early retirement to 

members whose employment was terminated prior to age 55
 Upon discovery, Amcor reviewed its records

 No reference to conferring benefit increase
 All communications to plan managers, controllers and 

members expressly stated that there have been no changes to 
existing DB component
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Re Amcor…(continued)

 Issue
 Can Amcor rectify its plan text?

 Ontario Superior Court of Justice  application 
granted
 Unintended mistake
 No evidence of employees relying on the mistake
 Jurisdiction to rectify (Kraft Canada Inc. v. Pitsadiotis)
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Pension Plans & Successor 
Employers
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Ontario Pension Board v. Ratansi

 Key Facts
 Ontario Gov. employees and their public service pension 

plans (PSPP) were transferred to the Canada Revenue 
Agency (CRA) 

 Employees who qualified for an immediate unreduced 
pension asked the plan administrator to start paying them 
their pensions 

 Issue
 Were the employees permitted to begin receiving their 

pensions from the PSPP, even though they continued to be 
employed by the CRA?
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Ontario Pension Board…(continued)

 Ontario’s Financial Services Tribunal
 Some members were eligible
 s. 80(3) of the PBA only deems employment with the 

predecessor employer to continue, but does not deem plan 
membership to continue
 s. 80(3), PBA—employment of employees affected by 

transactions “shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, not 
to be terminated by reason of the transaction.”

 Looking at the terms of the PSPP, affected members were 
permitted to:
 voluntarily withdraw membership
 if eligible, begin receiving pension from the PSPP
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Ontario Pension Board…(continued)

 Ontario Divisional Court—overruled
 FST’s interpretation was too narrow and departed from 

established jurisprudence
 Deemed continuation of employment applies to PBA as a 

whole
 PBA applies to all Ontario registered pension plans 

(s. 3, PBA), and overrides inconsistent plan provisions 
(s.19, PBA)

 Where it intends to, PBA distinguishes employment and plan 
membership explicitly

 Members were in the same position they would have been 
had divestment not occurred and had their employment 
continued with the predecessor employer
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Collective Agreements & 
Benefit Reductions
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Frank Sutherland v. 
CAW–Canada, Local 1090 et. al.

 Key Facts
 Mr. Sutherland was a member of the Basic Retirement Plan 

for Employees of Lear Canada (Plan) and subject to a 
collective agreement between CAW and Lear
 Article 28.08(f), Collective Agreement—employees who 

accepted severance pay benefits were to be granted an 
additional 1.9 years of credited service under the Plan

 2009—Lear and CAW entered into MOU 
 Removed the right to the additional 1.9 years

 Mr. Sutherland was subsequently terminated and requested 
that an additional 1.9 years of credited service be granted to 
him pursuant to s. 14 of the PBA
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Frank Sutherland…(continued)

 Issue
 Was Mr. Sutherland entitled to the additional 1.9 years of 

credited service?
 Ontario’s Financial Services Tribunal

 Mr. Sutherland was not entitled
 Not a pension or ancillary benefit, but a severance benefit 

 Parties were free to amend, subject to applicable labour laws
 Benefit not incorporated into the plan nor its value included 

in any actuarial valuation reports
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Grow-In Benefits & Past Conduct
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Emerson Électrique du
Canada Ltée v. Chatigny

 Key Facts
 As a result of an acquisition, the respondents, formerly  

employees of Nortel, were transferred to Emerson
 Became non-unionized plan members employed in Quebec

 Years later the respondents’ employment arrangements 
were terminated

 Respondents claimed grow-in rights pursuant to a provision 
in both the Nortel and Emerson pension plans which 
provided that “the Company may” decide that terminated 
members are entitled to the same benefits as under the PBA
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Emerson Électrique…(continued)

 Issue
 Were the respondents entitled to the grow-in benefits as set 

out in the PBA?
 Quebec Superior Court (Civil Division)

 Respondents were entitled
 Nortel and Emerson represented to the respondents that 

conditions of employment remained unchanged
 Quebec Court of Appeal—upheld

 Prior to the acquisition, Nortel had systematically provided 
grow-in benefits to Quebec members

 Price Nortel transferred to the Emerson pension plan 
included grow-in benefits provided to the respondents
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Privacy 
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Re Financial Institutions 
Commission 

 Key Facts
 Independent Contractors and Business Association (ICBA) 

requested information about certain union MEPPs filed with 
the B.C. Financial Institutions Commission (FICOM) 
 B.C. Freedom of Information and Protection Privacy Act 

(FIPPA)
 FICOM disclosed information, including average annual 

pension paid and the status of plan funding
 Trustees of the pension plan requested a review pursuant to 

s. 21(1) of FIPPA
 Disclosure is not permitted where there is a reasonable 

expectation of harm to third party business interests
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Re Financial Institutions… 
(continued)

 Issue
 Was FICOM’s disclosure permitted pursuant to FIPPA?

 Financial Institutions Commission of B.C. 
 Disclosure permitted
 None of the harms enumerated in s. 21(1)(c) of FIPPA could 

reasonably be expected to occur
 Union would not lose members
 Union’s negotiation with employers over pension contributions 

would not be affected
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Questions 
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